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Domestic Markets
Weekly wrap up:

Domestic
Market
 Rupee closed the week
at 64.2100 levels.
 IIP in Dec’17 plunged
to 7.1% v/s prior 8.8%.
 Manufacturing
production in Dec’17
plunged to 8.4% v/s
prior 10.7%.
 Inflation rate in Jan’18
plunged to 5.07% v/s
prior 5.21%.
 WPI inflation rate in
Jan’18
plunged
to
2.84% v/s prior 3.58%.
 Trade deficit expanded
in Jan’18 to $16.3B v/s
prior $14.8B.

The Indian Rupee traded mostly positive in this week. It initially started off the week at
64.29 levels and touched a weekly low of 64.33 levels. Reason behind the same could be
attributed to dollar demand from importers at lower levels prior to the bank holiday that
was on Tuesday on the occasion of Mahashivratri. After reopening on Wednesday at 64.15
levels, the Indian Rupee was mostly seen appreciating since then owing to the overnight
fall in the global dollar coupled with the robust release of inflation rate from India that
came better than the expected levels. Apparently, the inflation rate plunged to 5.07
percent in the month of Jan’18 from the expected levels of 5.14 percent. This infused a
sense of optimism in the markets which in turn kept the local equities in green thereby
acting as a positive factor for the Indian currency. On Thursday, the Rupee appreciated
further owing to the robust release of WPI inflation data that came on a positive note. The
WPI inflation rate for the month of Jan’18 fell to 2.84 percent from the expected level of
3.25 percent. Furthermore, despite the robust release of US inflation rate all the markets
abroad traded in green that meant the investors' worries over inflation was finally
receding. This kept the global dollar weak which worked in favor of the Indian Rupee. On
the last trading day, the Indian Rupee initially appreciated hitting the weekly high levels
of 63.81 on back of weak global dollar that made a three year low. However, sharp gains
were restricted and the Indian Rupee reversed its direction trading negative owing to
bearish sentiments in local equities. Apparently, the scam involving PNB kept the local
markets in red. Furthermore, the bunched up dollar demand by importers at lower levels
prior to the long weekend added to the pressure. Not forgetting, the disappointing release
of trade deficit data from India that widened to $16.30 billion in January from previous
month’s $14.88 billion deficit which pushed the Rupee lower. USDINR closed the week at
64.21 levels.

 FX Reserves decreased
to
$419.76B
from
$421.91B as on 9th
Feb’18.
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Going Forward:
Monday being a market holiday on the occasion of Shivaji Jayanti, the Indian Rupee shall
start the week mostly on a negative note on Tuesday i.e. 20th February’18.The recent
bearish sentiments seen in the local equities due to the PNB Scam could continue in the
next week as well which could hamper the Indian Rupee. Apparently, Punjab National
Bank, publicly alleged that Nirav Modi was involved in a scam with a much larger fraud
case amounting to $1.77 billion from a single branch. Not only this, the Central bureau of
Investigation has registered a fresh case against Gitanjali group for allegedly causing a
loss of Rs. 4,887 crore to the Punjab National Bank. These events are likely to cause jitters
in the local markets keeping them mostly in red, in turn putting the Indian currency in a
pressurized mode. Also, the recent disappointing release of trade deficit data shall add to
the woes. Rupee could witness moves towards 64.45/64.50 levels continuing the weakness.
A daily close above 64.50 levels could bring in fresh dollar buying by importers and take
rupee higher towards 64.75 levels. However, the continuous weakness in global dollar
shall act as a support system for the Rupee. Also, RBI with increased Forex Reserves and
focus on inflation (with higher crude prices) shall try to protect sharp weakness in rupee.
Nevertheless, in the latter half of the week markets shall await the release of FOMC
Meeting Minutes which could cause some volatility in the markets. There could be possible
comments made on the rising inflation rates due to surge in wages which could prompt the
US Fed to hike rates faster than the expected levels. Markets shall pay close attention to
this event in order to place speculative bets. Furthermore, several Asian markets like
China are closed for a week on account of Lunar New Year holidays. Hence, coming week
shall keep the trade volumes of India a bit light.
All and all, the Indian Rupee could trade within the range of 63.85 to 64.60 levels. There
could be more of weakness seen in the local unit however with possible RBI intervention
and dollar selling at higher levels we could see the Indian Rupee getting strong gradually.
Advise:
Exporters are advised to cover their near term receivables on spikes towards 64.45-64.50
levels. Importers are advised to cover their near term payable (One month) on dips
towards 63.90 and lower levels.
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Forward Market
6 - month Premium (in Paisa)

Domestic
Market
Likely to move lower

6 month forward premia opened the week at 147.00 paisa and initially moved higher to
147.25 paisa. Facing resistance at these levels, the 6 month forward premia started to
move lower and touched a low of 142.50 paisa. 6 month forward premia ended the week
at 143.25 paisa.
Going Forward:
6 month forward premia has given a bearish close on the daily charts signalling a
downmove towards 141.50 paisa. A convincing break and close below the same shall push
it to 138.00 and 135.00 paisa. On the upside, key resistance lies at 147.00 and 150.00
paisa. Technical indicators are signalling a bearish momentum.
Key Support: 141.50, 138.00, 135.00
Key Resistance: 147.00, 150.00, 153.50
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International
Markets
EUR/USD
Euro closed the week at
1.2404 levels.

Technical
Likely to move lower

Euro:
The Euro currency opened the week at 1.2252 levels and immediately made a low of
1.2233 levels as the last week’s volatility prompted the traders to opt for risk-off mode.
Also, the growing skepticism surround the coalition between Angela Merkel’s party and
the Social Democrat party who have never been on the same page since day one led to
cautiousness in the minds of the investors. On the next day, the Euro currency surged a
bit however traded mostly in a range bound manner as lack of important economic data
sets from the zone kept the trading volumes a bit light. On Wednesday, the currency
pair plunged on account of global dollar strength. Reason behind the same could be
attributed to the statement made by the new US Fed Chair Jerome Powell who said that
the US Feds shall remain alert to risks that could shake America’s financial stability in
the wake of the recent market rout. Furthermore, the disappointing release of GDP data
from the Euro area’s largest member economy i.e. Germany added to the woes. The GDP
of Germany surged by 0.6 percent for quarter ending Dec’17 as against the previous
quarter’s 0.8 percent. This caused some weakness in the shared currency. However, the
bearish sentiment got reversed and the Euro currency surged higher on the next day.
Apparently, markets ignored the robust release of US inflation data that once had
caused a huge volatility in the previous week. This weakened the global dollar in turn
boosting the demand for the shared currency. Also, the EU diplomats removed a socalled punishment clause from a draft text of the arrangement for the Brexit transition
period which further boosted the market sentiments. The bullish trend in the currency
continued on the next day too. EUR/USD made a weekly high of 1.2555 levels on the last
trading day. However, sharp gains were restricted and the Euro currency traded lower
as the US Dollar Index recovered from its losses after the robust release of economic
data-sets from the US like the Building permits data that came better than the expected
levels. Also, one of the ECB policy committee member Coeure made a dovish comment by
saying that the ECB shall not raise its interest rates before QE bond buying ends. This
dented the demand for the shared currency. EUR/USD closed the week at 1.2404 levels.
Technical Outlook:

Upcoming
Events
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Week ahead: Cross has met resistance at 1.2555 levels and given a big bearish
candle on the daily chart signalling short term top is in place. On its downmove,
cross could find support at 1.2215 levels. A convincing break and close below the
same shall open up the gateway for a swift downmove towards 1.2090 levels
whereby it could find a strong support. On the flipside, any break and close above
1.2555 levels shall negate the above view and open up the target towards 1.2650
levels.. Technical indicators are signalling the same bearish momentum.
Key Support: 1.2215, 1.2090, 1.2000, 1.1930
Key Resistance: 1.2460, 1.2555, 1.2650
Advise: Exporters are advised to cover their near term receivables on spikes towards
1.2450 levels. Importers are advised to cover their near term payables in a staggered
manner on dips towards 1.2150 and 1.2100 levels.
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International
Markets
GBP/USD
GBP closed the week at
1.4040 levels.

Technical
Likely to move lower

Sterling:
Pound currency traded mostly higher in this week. It opened the week at 1.3825 levels
and made a weekly low on that very same day at 1.3794 levels as markets discounted
the last week’s press conference done by the EU negotiator Michel Barnier whose tone
was judged by the markets to be negative. Apparently, he voiced concerns over the
Brexit transition and the Irish border. This weakness was short-lived and the Pound
currency surged on the next day as markets had plenty of economic data releases to
speculate on. The inflation data from UK came on a robust note which led to speculation
that the UK policymakers could soon hike rates. However, in the mid-week
i.e. Wednesday, the Pound currency decreased on account of global dollar strength after
the new US Fed Chair Jerome Powell stated that the US Feds shall remain alert to risks
that could shake America’s financial stability in the wake of the recent market rout.
This caused some weakness in the Pound currency which eventually got reversed on the
next day. Apparently, markets ignored the robust release of US inflation data that once
had caused a huge volatility in the previous week. This weakened the global dollar in
turn boosting the demand for the Sterling Pound. Also, the EU diplomats removed a socalled punishment clause from a draft text of the arrangement for the Brexit transition
period which further boosted the market sentiments. The bullish trend in the currency
continued on the next day too and the Pound made a weekly high of 1.4144 levels on the
last trading day. However, this strength was short-lived and the Pound currency once
again changed its trend and traded lower owing to the disappointing release of retail
sales data from the nation that came lower than the expected levels. Furthermore, surge
in the global dollar after the robust release of US Building Permits data added to the
woes. GBP/USD closed the week at 1.4040 levels.
Technical Outlook:

Upcoming
Events






Rightmove HPI m/m
Claimant Count
Change
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Borrowing
Unemployment Rate
CBI Realized Sales

Week ahead: Cross has perfectly got resisted at its trendline and has given a bearish
close on the short term charts signaling a downmove towards 1.3850 levels. Further
support lies at 1.3760 levels and a convincing break below the same could push it to
1.3650 levels whereby it could find some strong support. Any close and break below
1.3650 levels shall open up the target for swift downmove towards 1.3550 and 1.3460
levels. On the upside, key resistance lies at 1.4160 and 1.4345 levels. Technical
indicators are signalling the same bearish momentum.
Key Support: 1.3850, 1.3760, 1.3650, 1.3520
Key Resistance: 1.4160, 1.4260, 1.4345
Advise: Importers are advised to cover their short term payables on dips towards 1.3650
levels. Exporters are advised to cover their near term receivables on spikes towards
1.4100 levels.
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Japanese Yen:

International
Markets
USD/JPY
Yen closed the week at
106.30 levels.

Technical
Likely to move higher
initially

The Japanese unit opened the week at 108.79 levels and initially traded on its weekly low at
108.94 levels ahead of producer prices and with markets in the region noting the major
Chinese New Year holidays start at the end of the week. The dollar traded roughly unchanged
after the release of the Budget and Infrastructure Plan from the White House. The
infrastructure plan is widely believed to be dollar positive as it is seen as inflationary and
expected to provide a fiscal lift to the US economy. However, the Japanese unit soon started
strengthening as Asian stock markets rose after U.S. stocks rebounded after falling more than
5% last week. Concerns over faster inflation and thus more aggressive interest rate increases
triggered two weeks of market turbulence. The Japanese unit took at dip towards 108.77 levels
after Japan released its GDP growth data for the fourth quarter of 2017 that failed to meet
market expectations. Later, the yen continued to roll through the week. The safe-haven yen
has received a boost from the turbulence in the markets, as the appetite for risk has waned.
The yen is enjoying a stellar 2018, posting gains of 5.5% against the struggling US dollar. On
Thursday, the Japanese currency climbed to 106.01 levels. The dollar was broadly lower, as
investors reacted negatively to weak retail sales reports in the US. Retail Sales was flat at
0.0%, short of the estimate of 0.5%. Core Retail Sales declined 0.3%, well off the forecast of
+0.2%. Meanwhile, all signs are pointing to Haruhiko Kuroda remaining at the helm of the
Bank of Japan. Kuroda has made it a priority to raise inflation, but this has proven a daunting
task, as inflation is still short of the BoJ’s inflation target of 2%. In this period of strong
volatility in the currency markets, Kuroda’s re-election may have a calming effect on the
markets. Japanese unit soon continued to trade on a stronger note as the dollar stayed under
pressure on concerns about the expected surge in US government borrowing and a higher than
expected January read on consumer prices. Further, Japanese Finance Minister Taro Aso
said that he doesn't see current yen moves as being strong or weak enough to warrant
intervention, adding that there was no plan now to respond to exchange rate moves. The
Japanese unit touched its weekly high at 105.52 levels with a lower Dollar after mixed U.S.
data sparked uncertainty over the pace of future U.S. rate hikes and as a rise in inflation sent
U.S. bond yields sharply higher. Recovery in Dollar towards the closing of the week led to
some reversal of gains in Yen which closed the week at 106.30 levels.

Technical Outlook:

Upcoming
Events
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Week ahead: The pair has given mixed signals on the daily chart while is still signalling
bearishness on the weekly charts indicating a possible upmove initially. On the upside,
the pair faces stiff resistance at 108.00 levels with an interim resistance at 107.30 levels.
Only a convincing break and close above 108.00 levels shall open up the target towards
109.80 -110.00 levels. However, any resistance towards 108.00 levels shall reverse the
trend in the pair towards 105.00 levels, its trendline support. Technical indicators are
signalling a bearish momentum.
Key Support: 105.00, 104.30, 103.50
Key Resistance: 107.30, 108.00, 109.80
Advise: Importers are advised to cover their near term payables on spikes towards
108.00 levels and cover further tenors if any spike towards 109.80 levels. Exporters are
advised to sell their near term receivables in a staggered manner on dips towards 106.00
and 105.00 levels.
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Gold

International
Market
Likely to move lower

Week Gone by:
Gold opened the week at 1314.99 levels and dipped marginally to 1314.06 levels. Given a
bullish close last week, the yellow metal started to move higher and breached its
resistance of 1345.00 levels. The yellow metal touched a high of 1361.76 levels before
ending the week at 1347.78 levels.
Week Ahead:
The yellow metal was unable to breach the resistance of 1365.00 levels while has given a
bearish close on the short term charts signaling a downmove towards 1326.00 levels. A
convincing break and close below the same shall push it to 1300.00 and 1285.00 levels.
On the upside, key resistance lies at 1365.00 levels and only a convincing break above
the same shall negate the above view and open up the target towards 1375.00 and
1390.00 levels. Technical indicators are signaling the same bearish momentum.
Key Support: 1325.00, 1300.00, 1285.00
Key Resistance: 1365.00, 1375.00, 1390.00
Advise: Short term traders are advised to sell the yellow metal on spikes towards
1352.00 levels targeting 1300.00 and 1285.00 levels while keeping a strict stop loss
above 1365.00 levels.
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Forex Calendar
Date

Forex
Calendar

Time

Country

Data

Forecast

19/02/2018

05:20

JP

Trade Balance

19/02/2018

05:31

UK

Rightmove HPI m/m

19/02/2018

14:30

EU

20/02/2018

12:30

20/02/2018

Previous

0.14T

0.09T

-

0.7%

Current Account

30.5B

32.5B

DE

PPI m/m

0.5%

0.2%

15:30

DE

ZEW Economic
Sentiment

16.5

20.4

20/02/2018

15:30

EU

ZEW Economic
Sentiment

28.4

31.8

20/02/2018

-

EU

ECOFIN Meetings

-

-

20/02/2018

20:30

EU

Consumer Confidence

1

1

21/02/2018

06:00

JP

Flash Manufacturing
PMI

55.2

54.8

21/02/2018

10:00

JP

All Industries Activity
m/m

0.5%

1.0%

21/02/2018

14:00

DE

Flash Manufacturing
PMI

60.7

61.1

21/02/2018

14:00

DE

Flash Services PMI

57.2

57.3

21/02/2018

14:30

EU

Flash Manufacturing
PMI

59.4

59.6

21/02/2018

14:30

EU

Flash Services PMI

57.7

58.0

21/02/2018

15:00

UK

Claimant Count Change

2.3K

8.6K

21/02/2018

15:00

UK

Public Sector Net
Borrowing

-11.0B

1.0B

21/02/2018

15:00

UK

Unemployment Rate

4.3%

4.3%

21/02/2018

20:15

US

Flash Manufacturing
PMI

55.5

55.5

21/02/2018

20:15

US

Flash Services PMI

54.2

53.3
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Forex
Calendar

21/02/2018

20:30

US

Existing Home Sales

5.63M

5.57M

22/02/2018

00:30

US

FOMC Meeting Minutes

-

-

22/02/2018

14:30

DE

Ifo Business Climate

117.2

117.6

22/02/2018

16:30

UK

CBI Realized Sales

15

12

22/02/2018

19:00

US

Initial Jobless Claims

231K

230K

22/02/2018

20:30

US

CB Leading Index m/m

0.7%

0.6%

23/02/2018

05:00

JP

National Core CPI y/y

0.8%

0.9%

23/02/2018

05:20

JP

SPPI y/y

0.8%

0.8%

23/02/2018

12:30

DE

Final GDP q/q

0.6%

0.6%

23/02/2018

15:30

EU

Final CPI y/y

1.3%

1.3%

23/02/2018

15:30

EU

Final Core CPI y/y

1.0%

1.0%
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Let Bankers Run India's Banks
State control has enabled rather than prevented massive frauds

Column of the
Week

Indian banks are being hit with one disaster after another. They are already dealing with a badloan problem that’s close to a crisis -- and which caused India’s largest bank to declare a
quarterly loss for the first time since the beginning of the millennium. Some of the loans that
have gone bad -- such as those to the flamboyant liquor magnate Vijay Mallya -- already had
terrible optics and were being investigated by various regulators as well as the police. The latest
fraud allegation is of eye-popping scale: Punjab National Bank has reportedly admitted that a
well-connected jewelry czar connived with bank employees to fraudulently acquire credit
guarantees worth over $1.8 billion. That’s eight times the bank’s annual earnings.

The New Delhi bureaucrat who runs India’s banking sector says this is an “isolated” incident. But
few people will buy that. Indians already by and large believe that Indian banks are in the
pockets of the country’s business elite. The banks’ lending is slanted that way and there have
been multiple accusations by politicians that banks provide retail money laundering services for
India’s one percent. Even during Indian banks’ finest hour, when they struggled to deal with an
entire country being forced to line up at their nearest branch to exchange old notes for new
thanks to the government’s decision to withdraw most existing currency overnight, there were
persistent complaints that bank employees were letting the rich break the rules.
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So what’s new, you ask? Isn’t the entire world convinced that finance is a game rigged for the
rich? There’s a very special twist in India, however: Our financial sector, like China’s, is
dominated by the state. Punjab National Bank is one of the state-owned banks that have an
outsize impact on lending here. In fact, it’s the second-largest state bank. Overall, government
bureaucrats in New Delhi control 70 percent of the banking sector, ostensibly on behalf of “the
people.”
India’s socialist rulers nationalized the banks in 1969 precisely because they thought they were
set up to favor the rich; its long been clear that state ownership has only made the problem
worse. It is no coincidence that most of these outsize loans and egregious frauds were made to
those with solid political connections of one kind or another. Mallya, for example, entered the
upper house of India’s parliament in 2010 with the backing of the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party.
This particular billion-dollar fraud, according to the management of Punjab National Bank, only
involved a few employees. But what’s worth noting is that these employees found risk
management systems and existing regulations incredibly easy to subvert -- and got employees of
other Indian banks to play along. Who put such easily bypassed systems in place? And why have
they been allowed to persist?
Punjab National Bank itself got into trouble following a very similar fraud just five years ago -again, it was a jewelry company that took advantage of letters of guarantee. Perhaps jewelry -given the vast sums that have to be moved across borders constantly -- is particularly susceptible
to fraud. It’s also a clannish and close-knit industry, and the families that rule it have managed to
build up close relationships with their bankers over decades. But that’s no excuse: You’re
supposed to have mechanisms in place that would more carefully scrutinize precisely such
businesses and their transactions.
It’s hard not to conclude that the poor systems and management that enable bad lending and
outright fraught are just another consequence of the lack of accountability inherent in state
control. Punjab National Bank will hardly have to endure the market’s penalties for bad behavior
and bad decisions; the government has already promised to recapitalize its struggling banks.
There are two lessons to take from this. The first is that you can’t fix India’s banking sector
without effort. The government first delayed dealing with non-performing assets and even now is
avoiding the real costs of a bank bailout. It has also refused even to consider the only real longterm solution to the crisis -- privatization. Without bank governance reform, loan crises and
fraud will keep on recurring, and Indian taxpayers will keep on shelling out cash. It’s not
surprising that even the deputy governor of India’s central bank has openly called for banks to be
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reprivatized.
The second lesson, however, is applicable everywhere. Don’t assume that fraud and chumminess
with big business in finance can be solved by more government control. India’s experience is
clear: It only makes things worse. For that matter, ask a Chinese entrepreneur -- quietly -- who
she thinks the country’s state-controlled banking system is set up to favor. You think you can
impose morality on finance by getting more bureaucrats into the system? It hasn’t worked for
governments, why should it work for banks?

Source: Bloomberg
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